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Abstract
During their occasional work on small forest holdings, forest owners often use tractors that 
are, as a rule, not intended for professional forest purposes. Due to their small size, these trac-
tors are appropriate for cultivating smaller agricultural areas and, with additional forestry 
equipment, also for forestry operations. This paper analyses their performance at the capacity 
limits, since this type of use is possible but very limited due to their low technical character-
istics. Here, a comparison is made between two AGT 835 T tractors produced in Slovenia, 
with the same basic characteristics but different types of the engine power transmission to the 
forest ground (comparison between a machine with a standard mechanical transmission sys-
tem and a machine with a newer version of a hydro-mechanical transmission system). The 
analysis focuses on the wheel slip – this time only in the last meters of skidding when the slip 
reaches its peak and the tractors stop because of excessively demanding working conditions. 
Both tractors were used for skidding timber in the same working conditions – the same skid 
trail and the same load size.
On the steepest section with a 27% longitudinal incline and under the load of 1 m3, both trac-
tors stopped due to excessively demanding working conditions. However, there was a funda-
mental difference between the two machines in the final section of skidding. The mechanical 
transmission system enabled rotation of tractor wheels, which led to a multi-fold increase in 
slip values (remarkable 80% in the last metre of movement). Contrary to that, the system with 
hydro-mechanical power transmission resulted in a substantially lower wheel slip (no more 
than 31%). In the latter case the tractor stopped due to excessively demanding working condi-
tions but the hydro-mechanical steering system reduced the wheel slip. It is important to know 
that the selected transmission system can significantly influence the efficiency of transmitting 
power to the ground surface – with a smaller slip, which is also important for the forest ground 
and the environment.
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Fig. 1 Number of farm tractors according to their engine power
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ber	 of	 gear	 ratios.	 The	 hydro-mechanical	 version,	
however,	 combines	 the	 advantages	 of	 mechanical	
transmission	(high	efficiency	rate)	and	of	hydrostatic	


























































sequently	 cause	 excessive	damages	 to	 the	ground,	
mainly	due	to	the	ground	shifting	and	deep,	long	ruts.	
Horvat	(2003)	states	that	with	slip	values	exceeding	

































The	 hydro-mechanical	 transmission	 system	 is	
based	on	the	consecutive	operation	of	a	diesel	traction	
engine,	an	oil	pump	and	a	hydro	engine,	connected	by	
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the selected skid trail, the load size of 1 m3	would	be	an	
insurmountable	obstacle	for	the	tractor.	This	assump-









Fig. 2 Adapted agricultural tractor AGT 835 T with measurement 
equipment
Fig. 3 Data on the test skid trail and a photo of the skid trail upper part where it is the steepest
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In the analysis of this kind, the data on the tractor 
mass	distribution	is	also	important,	i.e.	it	is	important	
Fig. 4 Weighing the load before the test
Fig. 5 The fifth wheel used on the front part of the tractor
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Table 1 Tractor mass distribution when operating on the steepest 
section of the skid trail
Front axle : Rear axle
Weighed in a horizontal position 64:36
Operating unloaded (at an incline of 27%) 52:48












whereas	 the	one	with	 the	mechanical	 transmission	
made	it	further	(to	the	12th	meter).	It	must	be	stressed	
that	the	measurements	of	the	tractor	with	mechanical	
Fig. 6 Sensor (rotary optical generator) mounted on the wheel axle
Fig. 7 Chains on a tractor drive wheel
Fig. 8 Weighing the front part of the AGT 835 T tractor
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skidding	were	the	crucial	segment	of	the	analyses.	The	Fig. 9 Driving speed of both tractors in the test skid trail section
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Fig. 10 AGT tractor (hydro-mechanical transmission)
Fig. 11 AGT tractor (mechanical transmission)
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Fig. 12 Comparison of wheel slip between tractors
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type	performed	better.	However,	 this	 is	 surely	not	
enough.	From	the	perspective	of	energy,	the	increase	
of	slip	up	to	a	certain	point	also	means	a	higher	skid-
ding	 efficiency.	However,	 from	 the	 environmental	
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